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QUESTION 1

What strategies should you follow to accomplish your customer\\'s goals? Choose only ONE best answer. 

A. Use website conversion tracking to see how many people purchases at the store. 

B. Use Facebook pixel, and cross-reference data from customer purchases with the pixel events to see results from
Facebook campaigns. 

C. Use offline events to understand purchases at the retail stores and orders made from the phone. 

D. Use offline events from the website, and cross-reference data to measure Facebook\\'s impact. 

Correct Answer: C 

One of the most powerful tools to measure sales at retail stores is to use Facebook offline events. With 

Offline Conversion Tracking, you can track when transactions occur in a physical business location and 

other offline channel, after people see or engage with a Facebook ad. 

Use precise timestamps, including minutes and seconds to track multiple purchases. 

Use actual transaction value to see the most accurate event values on a dashboard. 

Use Order ID\\'s or item number to include multiple items within a single transaction. 

So the best strategy is to use offline events to better understand how Facebook marketing campaigns 

affect the retail stores. 

 

QUESTION 2

Which strategy should you recommend to meet the client\\'s goals? 

Choose only ONE best answer. 

A. Interest and lookalike audiences. 

B. Custom Audiences and Carousel. 

C. Audience Network and Custom Audiences. 

D. Custom audiences and Lookalike audiences. 

Correct Answer: D 

Every time you work with a new client, your best audiences will always be Custom Audiences and Lookalike Audiences.
For physical locations, you want to re-market to existing customer databases.You want to use a custom audience of
people who have already bought at the store to promote re-purchases. You then want to use this database and use a
similar/lookalike audience so that you can bring new potential customers over. Because you are using Facebook offline
events, you can even segment people based on long-term value of sales. The last audience you should be using is a
saved/core audience, but you should always start with the other two first. 
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QUESTION 3

You are working with an environmental organization that seeks to protect, analyse and monitor the environment against
misuse. In order to promote the organization\\'s mission, you are tasked to publish content and run campaigns on
Facebook, Audience Network and Instagram placements. 

You are having issues as the ads are being shown on websites that do not align with the organization\\'s mission.
You\\'ve also received complaints that your domain is being misrepresented. 

What are some actions you can take in order to protect your organization\\'s brand? 

Select 3 that apply. 

A. You can upload an HTML file to verify your domain. 

B. You can use DNS TXT record set up to verify your domain. 

C. You can add a .csv file with a list of all the websites you want to block. 

D. You can\\'t block lists of websites for your campaigns. 

E. You should add your domain URL as a list of verified domains. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

In the Brand Safety section of your business settings, you can manage: 

Domain Verification: Domain verification supports the protection and integrity of your content to ensure it isn\\'t being
misrepresented. By verifying your domains, you claim and maintain control of editing privileges to your content and
links. Verifying your domains is free to do and for your content security. Businesses can verify their online domains so
they can edit links to their domain. Domain verification has 2 verification methods: HTML file upload and DNS TXT
record. Block Lists: Block lists prevent your ads from running on specific websites or apps within the Audience Network,
the Instant Articles of specific publishers and videos of Pages included in the Facebook in-stream placement. 

 

QUESTION 4

You are planning on running a brand lift study for your client, what are some of the metrics you can measure through the
study? 

Choose only ONE best answer. 

A. Percentage point lift, message association, and cost per click. 

B. Percentage point lift, message association, favorability, and cost per click. 

C. Percentage point lift, cost per estimated incremental person who remembers your ads, and estimated incremental
number of people who remember the ad. 

D. Cost per click, cost per mile, percentage point lift, and video views. 

Correct Answer: C 

All brand lift studies will receive the following metrics by comparing the test (exposed) versus control 
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groups: 

Estimated # of persons - is the estimated incremental number of people who remembered seeing your ad. 

Cost per incremental person - people who remembered seeing your ad (based on your budget). 

Percentage point lift - which is the difference in the percent of people who recall seeing your ad in the 

exposed group versus those in the control group. 

All of these metrics will also be available for message association, favorability, and purchase intent. 

Below is an example: 

 

QUESTION 5
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What column within Facebook Ads Manager helps you measure the sales generated by your campaigns? 

Choose only ONE best answer. 

A. Total Purchases 

B. Conversions 

C. Conversion Costs 

D. Total Conversion Value 

Correct Answer: D 
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